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Executive Summary

Successful intelligence programs are designed to
achieve their missions. This process begins by identifying
the decision-maker’s needs (Key Intelligence Topics),
followed by an assessment of the firm’s current intelligence
capabilities. The best intelligence system design will meet
those needs, utilize the company’s current competitive
intelligence capabilities, and fit the corporate culture.
Ultimately this leads to choosing an appropriate
organizational model, and introducing it in a systematic
way. The selected model is far more likely to succeed in
the long run when it establishes (preferably in the first
year of operation) the three basic intelligence operations:
information services, intelligence collection, and analysis
that produces actionable intelligence.
In our collective experience, any of eight proven
organizational models can be employed when applying
this process. The choice of the “right” one depends on the
outcome of rigorously conducted preliminary work. These
models should be considered progressively applicable
to small, mid-size and large companies, and offer a
framework for considering the unique circumstances of
each organization. In this article we describe and evaluate
the eight organizational models in the order of their
increased size and complexity, and offer some concepts
22
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concerning the intelligence unit’s location, the budgeting
process, and the role of outsourcing.

THE VISION AND MISSION

Successful competitive intelligence programs virtually
always begin by establishing a clear mission statement. In
world class organizations, this often derives from a vision
expressed by the management champion or program
sponsor concerning the intelligence function’s expected
role. In our corporate experience, we have been fortunate
to have such visions articulated by two chief executives:
As business begins to compete on a more global scale,
corporations, like national Governments, are going to
need intelligence systems. Those who use the product
of intelligence will be better prepared to decide and
to act.
Bob Galvin, Chairman, Motorola, Inc.
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Business intelligence is the industrial equivalent
of military intelligence. As military commanders
are dependent on a constant flow of relevant and
understandable intelligence to plot strategies and
tactics, so too, do captains of industry need adequate
intelligence to achieve their commercial goals. In both
cases, knowledge is not only an instrument of power,
it is essential insurance against disaster.
Henri Lipmanowicz,
President, Merck & Co., Inc.
From these senior management visions, a mission
statement can be crafted to meet the expectations of and
serve the entire management team. This sample corporate
intelligence mission statement reflects these concepts.
Provide the CEO and senior managers with timely and
appropriate intelligence upon which to make sound
business decisions, develop effective strategies, and act
with foresight by:
• Monitoring the competitive environment in which
the company operates.
• Gathering and analyzing information concerning
strategic changes in that environment.
• Forecasting future developments and assessing their
implications for the company.
Successful programs are expressly designed to
achieve their missions. This begins by identifying the
decision-makers’ needs (Key Intelligence Topics), and is
followed by a survey of the company’s current intelligence
capabilities. The proposed intelligence system design
will best meet those needs, utilize the company’s current
competitive intelligence capabilities, and fit the corporate
culture. Finally, this leads to choosing an appropriate
organizational model, which can then be introduced
through a systematic and phased development. The
selected model is far more likely to succeed if it establishes
within the function’s first year these three basic intelligence
operations:
1. information services
2. intelligence collection
3. analysis that produces actionable intelligence
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Eight proven organizational models can fulfill this
process. The choice of the “right” one depends on the
outcome of rigorously conducting this preliminary work.
For the most part, these models can be progressively
applied to small, mid-size or large companies in the
sequences they are presented. They should be considered as
framework for evaluating the unique circumstances of each
organization.

1. THE INTELLIGENCE AD-HOC TEAM

This is the simplest of all models, and companies
select it for a variety of reasons. Some managers simply do
not believe they require a full-time competitive intelligence
function, but from time to time they do need wellprepared intelligence products for strategic planning or
key decision-making. This situation is more likely to occur
in small firms or business units which are a part of larger
corporations.
Some companies purchase outside competitive
intelligence related services on an on-going basis, but form
an internal intelligence team to conduct special projects
such as war games or strategic planning scenarios. Such
ad-hoc teams are created for the purpose of studying a
specific issue or proving the value of having an intelligence
function. They are not permanent and are often referred to
as a task force or a committee.
The skills and experience the team requires include
an understanding of the user’s perspective, subject matter
expertise, intelligence process knowledge, information
source and research expertise, human source collection,
analysis and production capability, and business and
competitive assessment experience. The number of
individuals needed to provide these skills and experience
varies for each project, and the required skills often reside
in various team members rather than in one individual (see
Figure 1).
The Intelligence Ad-Hoc Team model usually
produces good analytical results, is a time-effective use of
resources, and can develop pragmatic recommendations.
It may work particularly well in small organizations or
business units. However, this team often lacks the ability
to produce intelligence insight or foreknowledge, may
lose its intelligence focus, has no means for creating an
institutional memory, and offers no central knowledge
repository for capturing outcomes. This model also cannot
provide an early warning capability. While it is certainly
not an ideal model, it is an option that can be considered.
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Figure 1:The intelligence ad-hoc team model.

2. THE PROCESS MANAGER – THE SINGLE
PERSON OPERATION

The second model is quite common and can be
found at all levels throughout companies, such as
department, division or strategic business units and even
in the corporate offices. This model primarily employs
a single full-time intelligence professional. The key here
is to have this individual report directly to a general
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manager, president or CEO so work can focus on the key
intelligence topics (KITs) of the highest corporate priority
and operate under the authority of senior management.
This solo practitioner serves as the competitive
intelligence director, managing all phases of the
intelligence cycle through the assistance of others, both
internal or external. The director oversees all aspects of
the intelligence cycle, and functions almost like the leader
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Figure 2:The process manager model
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of an orchestra (see Figure 2). All necessary resources
are directed through the logical steps in the process to
ensure thorough and rigorous work. The results of these
intelligence projects focus on decision-making through
their direct link to clearly defined KITs.
This Process Manager Model has its own weaknesses
as well. It generally only works when there is a limited
number of projects, is weak on providing early warning,
and does not serve to institutionalize intelligence
knowledge well. While this model’s output generally meets
management needs, in most cases solo operators eventually
fail, usually due to limited time and resources or a lack of
required skills andexperience.
In addition, senior management may view the
intelligence director’s ability to manage an important
project as a test of leadership skills for other more
permanent roles in the organization. This often results in
the position being defined as “developmental” and as they
move on to other positions, it creates high turnover and
a lack of stability in the intelligence function. For the few
that do succeed, these individuals are good at managing
both “up” and “out,” and earning management’s trust.

3. THE BASIC INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM –TWO
MINDS AND A LIBRARY

This model takes a step up and employs two full-time
intelligence professionals who depend on a library, either
inside or outside the company (see Figure 3). Intelligence
users or “consumers” provide direction and set priorities
for the intelligence work. Well-defined client needs (KITs)
are first addressed via secondary source research. Then the
human source collector, a primary research professional
who gathers intelligence from employees and from select
individuals outside the company, expands the search. The
gathered intelligence is then either reported to those in
the organization who requested it or given to a dedicated
and trained intelligence analyst who combines the findings
then prepares and delivers intelligence assessments, alerts,
briefings or reports to management and other decisionmakers to complete the intelligence process.
This Basic Intelligence System is also affectionately
known as “two minds and a library.” Since it includes both
a dedicated professionally-trained primary intelligence
collector and an analyst, this team can produce all the
various intelligence products and services required by a
business, including competitive assessments and forecasts,

Figure 3: Basic intelligence system model
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human-source collection and reporting, and early warning
reports and alerts. This model also begins the process
of growing internal intelligence expertise and has the
potential for institutionalizing the process throughout
the company. This model is particularly useful in smaller
companies or business units of larger corporations.
The primary drawback for the model is the scarcity
of personnel and budgetary resources, which can limit
the total number of projects or the quantity that can be
conducted simultaneously. The resources are still very
thin as compared to other more well developed models,
and as a result, demand for services may exceed supply.
As consumers become accustomed to quality deliverables,
they tend to rapidly increase the number and frequency of
their requests.

4. THE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CENTER

This model adds full time staff beyond the two
professionals in the Basic Intelligence System. It enables
the intelligence team to serve the needs of both executive
and business unit management and makes it more
functional for larger and more complex firms.
The Business Intelligence Center model is an
adaptation of the Federal government’s concept of a
“fusion center” where multiple sources of intelligence
stream into a central clearing house from both field
collection and various electronic databases (see Figure 4).
The Center can receive secondary-source research support
from either the company’s library or from an information
services professional dedicated to the Center. This model
usually includes three to five full-time personnel in
collection and analysis positions. Both the collection and
analysis functions of intelligence teams are coordinated
under the leadership of a dedicated full-time director.
Intelligence outputs can then be produced on both
strategic and tactical issues on an ongoing basis.
Often the full-time intelligence professionals in this
model are assisted by subject matter experts in client
units who work for the Center as part of their functional
responsibility. In some situations these division and
functional personnel can be assigned to the Center for
extended periods of time. The additional staffing and
subject matter expertise availability make the intelligence
operation more efficient and effective. It also provides
those subject matter experts an opportunity to experience
intelligence work as a career option, and develops an
internal pool of candidates for future permanent staff
hires.
26
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This model’s major benefit is the basic nature of
the fusion center, continuously looking for business
opportunities and threats. The Intelligence Center
teams’ skills and resources enable them to develop a
strong business case for taking offensive actions in the
competitive environment as well as providing the best
defense against external surprises. Since all intelligence
gathered by the company flows through one location
and is seen by trained intelligence professionals, the
Intelligence Center is the best organizational model to
support the early warning function.
One drawback is that the Intelligence Center must
handle multiple projects simultaneously, making the
director’s project management tasks more complex. The
director has to establish work priorities and balance
the demands of strategic clients (executives), strategic/
tactical clients (business unit management), and tactical
clients (operations) on an ongoing basis. These competing
priorities can decrease client satisfaction with intelligence
deliverables as it becomes more difficult to please all the
consumers all the time.

5. THE INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT

The Intelligence Department is the first of the models
designed primarily for mid and large size companies that
are most often multidivisional and multinational in scope.
In this model, all three essential elements of a professional
intelligence operation are housed within a traditional
departmental structure. The director is responsible to
senior management and has direct access to them.
Here a larger group of dedicated and trained
professionals support the extended breadth and depth
of intelligence user demand (see Figure 5). This model
is highly visible to management, provides a full service
capability, and is most likely self-funded with a budget
for both internal and external resources and support. The
model provides permanence, stability, and formality to the
function similar to that of a classic finance or marketing
department.
A fully-dedicated information services component
acquires, maintains, and manages electronic and text
information sources, and produces newsletters and
client-requested research. The collection and reporting
staff manages internal and external collection activities
through established networks and produces intelligence
reports. The analytical team conducts analytical research
on competitors, customers, industry segments, technology
and economic and political dynamics. Analysts produce
Competitive Intelligence
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Figure 4: The business intelligence center model

Figure 5: The intelligence department model
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alerts, assessments, and forecasts for both executive and
operational clients.
The Intelligence Department staff routinely runs
multiple projects simultaneously. The department’s high
visibility facilitates the development of a competitive
awareness culture throughout the company. Its work
carries the endorsement of senior management as a
permanent, formal, and necessary business activity.
The department creates a central knowledge repository
of both ad-hoc project outcomes as well as ongoing
deliverables such as alerts, assessments, forecasts, and other
analytical research. The corporate intranet supports a welldefined intelligence department site where its products can
be accessed and reviewed by clients, based on appropriate
access controls. This model also creates several position
levels that provide for the development and growth of
staff who choose to become permanent intelligence
professionals.
The Intelligence Department model can also have
several drawbacks. As demand for the output of the
department grows, the leadership must carefully manage
user expectations. The tasks that fall both within and
outside of scope of the function must be clearly defined
and understood by everyone. As the staffing and budget
for the function grow, the Intelligence Department may
be perceived as over-funded, and subject to budget cuts.
Questions can also arise concerning the “value add” of the
department and whether its cost justifies the benefits it
provides.
In addition, personnel in the Intelligence Department
model could develop an arrogant or elitist attitude due
to their place in the organization and their visibility with
senior management. Therefore the intelligence department
must cultivate a sense of humility and maintain a
cooperative attitude with other departments.

6. THE HUB AND SPOKE

The Hub and Spoke model most commonly appears
in major global firms that have mature and respected
intelligence functions (such as IBM, Fedex, Proctor &
Gamble, and Merck) and companies with many operational
divisions and broad geographic diversity (see Figure 6).
This model is structured with a strong central intelligence
operation: the “hub” whose primary clients are the global
executive business management in headquarters. This central
unit is linked to corporate-wide staff and to other centralized
functions such as R&D and finance, and can be staffed to
meet their unique intelligence needs as well.
28
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Operational units at the regional or country level
also have intelligence personnel focused on their own
specialized intelligence needs. The central group acts as a
clearing house and coordinator for the field unit “spokes.”
The hub moves intelligence both to and from the spokes,
filtering according to client need, sharing best practices,
and providing common services as required, especially in
central coordination of resources and budgeting.
A Hub and Spoke structure operates much like a
confederation, facilitating mutual cooperation but not
requiring it. The model supports the sharing of centrally
purchased services such as enterprise-wide subscriptions to
secondary information sources. It also leverages collection
networks across the company, whether the intelligence task
requires global, regional, or local collection. Regional and
local units focus on their specialized needs while sharing
in the benefit of central services such as a best practices
database, a knowledge repository, or centrally purchased
databases. Each of the spoke units can also budget for their
own specialized intelligence projects and processes while
benefiting from the global purchasing power that the hub
can negotiate with external vendors.
This model provides a good early warning
capability. Patterns of competitor behavior observed
in different geographic locations are shared, and
provide foreknowledge to other geographies to enable
recommendations for pre-emptive actions.
The Hub and Spoke model creates some operational
challenges. It can be difficult to coordinate senior
management, business unit, and operating unit needs
and priorities. This structure also has a high visibility
level within the company, resulting in demand exceeding
supply. Due to the multiple re-organizations that often
affect large multinationals, the definition of spokes may
not always be clear, along with their obligations to share
findings on a direct line or dotted-line reporting basis with
the hub. This often leads to KITs being a moving target,
as executive clients goals are reshuffled when their line
management assignments change.

7. THE INTELLIGENCE MATRIX

The Intelligence Matrix model is appropriate for large
multinational corporations as well. However, it is most
likely employed in a firm where the overall corporate
organizational design is a matrix management style. In
this way intelligence aligns with the corporate culture and
accepted practice. Firms such as Kodak, Baxter, Pfizer and
Dow are or were initially structured this way.

Competitive Intelligence
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Figure 6: The hub and spoke model

A central strategic intelligence unit serves the needs of
corporate management. Both the functional areas such as
R&D, finance, manufacturing, and the operating business
units have their own intelligence professionals serving the
needs of their management teams. These groups provide
functional intelligence and operational intelligence,
respectively. While all intelligence professionals may rely
on external support for collection, primary research, and
even analysis, the groups largely operate independently. As
the need arises, they link together when a particular project
calls for both strategic and tactical support. The matrixed
organizational structure is primarily a decentralized style
(see Figure 7).
The Intelligence Matrix creates strong cross-company
intelligence networks and operational communities. This
model supports an intelligence culture and produces
valuable intelligence for both senior management
and the functional units. When the units need to
be matrixed together, this can be managed through
community of practice forums where cases can be shared
or support offered. However, the primary role of the
intelligence personnel in either the functional units or the
operational units is to meet the needs of their immediate
direct management teams. This model works well in
decentralized companies with many disparate business
units competing in markets that are specialized around
their products or services.
This matrix model also possesses several inherent
weaknesses. The structure may be too fragmented to
produce effective integrated intelligence. The early
Volume 15 • Number 1 • January/March 2012

warning capability must be closely supervised by the
central unit, otherwise it can fall between the cracks. It
must be formally structured and organized to deliver
regular early warning reporting to senior management and
avoid surprises. For the most part, intelligence personnel
in the disparate operating units can be fully consumed
with the provision of tactical intelligence supporting their
units’ KITs. Thus those personnel can become isolated
from the intelligence needs of the corporation as a whole
with the result that they may never get the “big picture.”

8. THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

The final model, the Intelligence Community, is
also geared towards large complex global organizations
that need both local and global intelligence across a
variety of business units and functional departments.
This model has been applied at firms such as Motorola,
General Dynamics, and Phillips Petroleum. Its full service
structure has a centrally funded Corporate Intelligence
Department focusing on strategic issues, corporate wide
projects, and competitors for top management. A shared
corporate service also has responsibility for information
services and systems, and provides a training role for other
intelligence functions. Each division and its business units
also have a locally funded group with a collection and
analysis capability working on their own management’s
intelligence needs. Both functions comprise the corporate
intelligence community, which routinely shares best
practices (see Figure 8).
www.scip.org
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Figure 7:The intelligence matrix model

Figure 8: Intelligence community model
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The Intelligence Community model is a more
formalized or structured version of the Hub and Spoke
model. The Corporate Intelligence Department is a full
service central group that addresses all corporate wide
and senior management KITs. Supported by a central
budget, it produces products and services, and creates a
strong intelligence culture throughout the company. The
department also has the responsibility to professionally
develop intelligence personnel in the operational and
functional units.
Each operational or functional unit also has its own
budget, and meets their management’s needs with their
own collection and analysis capabilities while sharing
information services and systems with the Corporate
group. Depending on the breadth and topic of specific
KITs, the corporate department can command the
assistance of various business units and functional
intelligence resources to work on corporate-wide KITs.
The Intelligence Community model is the most
formally structured of the models existing in major
multinationals. It also carries a rather large operating
budget. Unless the central intelligence unit provides valueadded support to the business units, it can be viewed as
an excessive cost center and subject to budget cuts. Since
the corporate group is closely identified with its senior
management clients, its personnel can have a tendency
to develop an elitist attitude, a development that must be
managed. When such a group is highly visible and well
funded, management expectations place the value added
deliverables bar high. Projects can be routinely assessed as
to their ability to increase revenues or decrease costs.

Sidebar 1: Corporate culture
compatibility with organizational
models
1. Formal and disciplined cultures, typified by traditional
organizational structures and management processes and
procedures:
°°Intelligence Department
°°Hub and Spoke
°°Intelligence Community
2. Cost conscious and conservative management
cultures:
°°Intelligence Center
°°Matrix Organization
°°Basic Intelligence System
3. Conservative management cultures, typically in early
phases of CI program development:
°°Intelligence Ad Hoc Team
°°Process Manager - Operation
In these situations, it is key to select the right director
and functional location, and to be viewed as a senior
management activity.

THE INTELLIGENCE UNIT LOCATION
SELECTING THE RIGHT MODEL

The “right model” is unique to each corporate
situation, as the corporate culture and management style
primarily determines its appropriateness. Suffice it to say
that if the model is aligned with the way the company is
structured and run, this enhances its long term viability.
“Getting it right” means that your organizational structure
actually contributes to your intelligence program’s
effectiveness and to its longevity.
Certain different types of corporate cultures are
generally more compatible with several of the models and
should be factored into selection the appropriate model
(see Sidebar 1). In our experience, four common issues
typically arise regarding these models (see Sidebar 2).
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The physical location of the intelligence function
often has a direct impact on its success. Ideally the
function’s location should meet three key criteria:
• Be supportive of senior management.
• Act as an independent, objective function with
unobstructed access to senior management.
• Be physically located close to senior management
offices.
During the over 25 year formal history of the
intelligence profession, SCIP conducted three surveys
which identified the primary location of the intelligence

www.scip.org
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Sidebar 2: Common Organizational Model Questions
Do different industries require different types of BI/CI organizations?
No, the models work equally well across industries. The company culture and management style are more important than
the industry. For example, Hub and Spoke is used in electronics, pharmaceuticals, consumer packaged goods, and others.
Do service and manufacturing firms require different types of intelligence organizations?
Not generally – properly selected models work well in both. One distinction may be that in businesses with short term
business cycles, tactical capabilities are important and organizational models that emphasize those skills (field collection
and reporting) would be more effective, such as the Intelligence Center. Longer term cycles might benefit more from a
greater analytical capability providing long-range forecasting.
Which types of business activities do require particular organization models?
The R&D and the finance functions can benefit from specialized structures, competencies and activities. R&D units
involving long term developmental time lines require high technical skills, particularly in science and engineering, or in
firms whose intellectual property is protected by patents. An Intelligence Center model, due to its flexibility across a
broad range of operational tasks and technology forecasting capabilities, can be best suited for R&D.
Finance functions generally do not require a great deal of primary intelligence collection. However, they require superior
information technology (IT) systems to rigorously acquire, manage, and analyze large volumes of quantitative data. While
some intelligence activities would probably fare better in certain organizational models, no conclusive evidence exists that
they cannot function equally well in other configurations.
Will future “cyber–economy” businesses require totally new organization models?
Most probably, yes. Organizations already in place are virtually organized around shared access to databases, intelligence
systems, and other networked structures. The rapid adoption and proliferation of smart mobile devices support the
virtual real-time exchange of intelligence between providers and consumers involving voice, data, text and graphics.
With proper access controls, these models continue to evolve as the internal global networks of companies cross
cultural and geographic boundaries. When both the management team and the intelligence team that supports them are
geographically dispersed, advanced IT must be applied to build these virtual intelligence systems and make them easily
accessed and modified by all intelligence managers who form the virtual team. In the final analysis, the intelligence process
will not change, but the way we organize and use it will. It will become more flexible but professionally and technologically
more challenging!

function (see Figure 9). The results can be briefly
summarized as follows:
• 1980s: about 40% in strategy and 30% in market
research, the remainder in various locations.
• 1990s: about 30% in strategy, 40% in market
research, 8% R&D, 10% various, and 9%
independent.
• 2000s: about 10% in strategy, 22% in market
research and sales, 32% independent, and rest
various.
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The trend towards an independent location and role
supports the growing recognition of the value-added
services intelligence can provide to all corporate functions,
and its independence from other decision support services.
These data also support the growing legitimacy of the
function as a separate and distinct profession.

ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL EFFECT ON THE
INTELLIGENCE BUDGET

Which organizational model a company selects has
an impact on its budgeting method. While two different

Competitive Intelligence
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Figure 9: Intelligence unit location. . . a key decision

Figure 10: Key budget items
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models can often accomplish the same intelligence
program objectives, one may be preferred as a reflection of
company culture and management style. Available budget
size is often a key determinant of model selection. For
instance, the choice of an Intelligence Department model
with a larger budget and staff over a more cost-efficient,
collegial Intelligence Center reflects the need to align the
function with the firm’s classic organizational style.
The budget size also impacts the intelligence
function’s independence level. In some of the simpler
models, it may not even have its own program budget,
with project funding and cost to access intelligence tools
fully covered within the intelligence consumer’s budget.
As the organizational program models become more
structured, a larger portion of the budget is managed
within the function, including the purchase of secondary
intelligence tools and datasets. Projects involving external
human collection can still be funded by the intelligence
user.
In the most sophisticated and fully developed models,
a departmental centralized budget that covers virtually
all program costs is appropriate. The more control the
intelligence function has over its own operating funds,
the more independence it can exercise in conducting
its operations and developing analytically supported
conclusions and recommendations. This not only serves
to minimize client bias in intelligence findings, but also
allows for an improved level of proactive work to be
undertaken, such as early warning.
Once the appropriate organization model is selected,
a budget to support its operation must be established
collaboratively with management. Table 1 illustrates the
typical budget categories to consider when developing
the intelligence budget. This is usually an annual exercise,
depending on the model and the company culture.
If expenses are shared with clients, the director of
competitive intelligence must be engaged in the budgeting
cycle not only to determine internal departmental funds,
but also the clients’ as they determine their budgets for the
upcoming planning cycle. This process must accompany
the development of KITs and the estimated intelligence
expenses for activities required to support the defined
business decisions and actions involved.
Note that the cost of personnel (salaries, incentives,
benefits) are not identified here as part of the intelligence
program budget. Such costs vary considerably from
industry to industry and within specific companies. Table
1 also illustrates some typical intelligence costs. In most
cases these costs will stabilize and become more predictable
34
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Table 1: Some Typical BI/CI Costs
Information services and sources
Information system and support
External collection/networks
Collection projects
Analytical support/projects
External research
Professional development/training
BI/CI management advice
Administration, travel, etc.
(~20% ops budget)
Special operations

$100-300K
$100-150K
$200K
$50K (average 4/
year)
$150K
$50-75K (average
2/year)
$50K
$50K
$100-200K
varies

over time as a budgetary history is established. The
intelligence function has to follow the corporate guidelines
for budgets that apply to all functional areas, as well as the
purchase processes for outside services that often involve
collaboration with a procurement function.

INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM OUTSOURCING

The organizational model selected often dictates the
outsourcing possibilities (see Figure 11). For example, in
the Process Manager model almost all intelligence cycle
activities can be supported by outside sources. In some
of the more complex models, such as the Intelligence
Community Design, virtually all intelligence activities can
be internally managed given a broad array of personnel
and program resources, and a minimal need to use outside
support.
In all the models, however, establishing the KITs and
developing the intelligence action plans to address them
should be fully managed internally. No aspect of the
intelligence cycle is more critical than the creation of a
clear understanding of the key questions that are addressed
by intelligence work and the business decisions that
require intelligence to provide the evidence and the insight
to act effectively. Also internal personnel should handle the
final stage of the cycle, intelligence dissemination. This not
only ensures security and access control, but makes certain
that the intelligence is being provided to individuals who
are authorized to act on it and within the appropriate
context for the decision and action being taken.
Competitive Intelligence
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MUST be managed inside

s
Need

Internal:
Subject selection
and tailored applications

Planning
& Direction
Information
Services &
Processes

Decisions-Makers
and Other Users

External:
Proficient searching
and advanced IT applications

INTELLIGENCE
PROCESS
Intelligence
Collection &
Reporting

Dissemination
Internal:
Managed for security
&access control

Analysis
& Production

Internal:
Utilizes employee networks

External: Use 3rd party and
other outside sources

Mainly an internal function with
select outside project support

Figure 11: Intelligence system outsourcing

The other intelligence cycle steps (information
services and processing, collection and reporting, analysis
and production) can involve outside services to varying
degrees. The appropriate level is determined by a variety
of factors including current workload, available resources,
timelines for decisions to be made, and the level of
confidentially to be maintained.
When secondary collection activities can be conducted
by external resources, take into consideration the scope
and complexity of commercially available databases and
the experience required of external search services to access
these sources on a timely and consistent basis, as well as
the competitive pricing. Some analytical tasks within the
intelligence cycle can be outsourced as well, but only to
the extent that external subject matter or technique experts
are crucial to interpret findings and draw out actionable
insights beyond available internal capability. The internal
intelligence professional must remain engaged in analysis
to insure that deliverables remain focused on the client’s
proper KITs and key intelligence questions (KIQs) that
support their business decisions.
Engaging external subject matter experts and
intelligence vendors to support human source collection
require careful management. External collectors must be
fully vetted, and offer evidence of their collection skills
and of their access to subject matter expert networks. They
function as an extension of the internal staff and must
be bound by the company’s internal ethics policies and
Volume 15 • Number 1 • January/March 2012

code of conduct. As experience grows with a number of
external agencies and vendors, trust will develop based on
consistent performance.
The outsourcing strategy should focus on establishing
several long term relationships for specific types of
intelligence activities or skills. These can include
conference collection, elicitation interviewing, personality
profiling, geographic or language capabilities or other
technical skills in a particular subject matter domain.

SUMMARY

Successful intelligence programs are specifically
designed to achieve their missions. This process begins by
identifying the decision-makers’ needs (Key Intelligence
Topics), followed by an assessment of the firm’s current
intelligence capabilities. The best intelligence system
design will fully meet those needs, best utilize the
company’s current competitive intelligence capabilities,
and fit the corporate culture. Following this approach
leads to choosing the appropriate organizational model,
and introducing it in a systematic way. The selected
model is far more likely to succeed in the long run when
it establishes, preferably in the first year of operation,
the three basic intelligence operations: information
services, intelligence collection, and analysis that produces
actionable intelligence.
www.scip.org
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selecting the right CI model

In our collective experience, the eight proven
organizational models described can be employed
when applying this process. The choice of the “right”
one depends on the outcome of rigorously conducted
preliminary work. For the most part, thes models can
be progressively applied to small, mid-size, and large
companies in the sequence they are presented. They should
be considered a framework for thinking about the unique
circumstances of each organization.
To be successful, the corporate culture dictates the
appropriately aligned intelligence organizational model.
The model employed must also be flexible enough to
evolve as the corporate culture and management style
changes. Intelligence functions must consistently deliver
on their missions, and adapt to changes in their company
cultures. Exhibiting adaptability enables intelligence
functions to be fully integrated as decision making
partners with management and achieve recognition,
respect, and longevity.
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